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Deon Lan E is a fiscal printer made using modern technology, enclosed in a handy and ergonomic casing, created for people conducting mobile sales using 
a computer, laptop or PDA, or traditional sales, where the shop counter has a limited area. Despite its small size, its possibilities are enormous. It is the 
smallest printer in the NOVITUS line, and also one of the smallest on the market, registering copies of printouts on an electronic data carrier, according to the 
guidelines of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Economy.

DEON E • Modern technology, enclosed in a handy and ergonomic casing, created for people conducting mobile sales using a computer, laptop or PDA, or 
traditional sales, where the shop counter has a limited area. Despite its small size, its possibilities are enormous.

Printing mechanism • Highly efficient internal battery, the ability to print up to 2,500 receipts without power supply. Thanks to the "clamshell" printing 
mechanism, changing the receipt roll is extremely easy, done according to the motto "drop in and work". A high-quality printing mechanism from the 
well-known Fujitsu company prints receipts, necessary reports and VAT invoices very quickly and quietly. The printer's work program intelligently "compacts" 
all printouts, saving paper as much as possible, leaving no unprinted areas between printouts.

Receipt with full information • DEON E can program and print the business's graphic logo in the header and any graphic in the footer of the receipt. Thanks 
to a special template, any non-fiscal printout can be printed from its program, including a non-fiscal invoice. On such printouts, you can place barcodes with 
adjustable height, QR codes and any of the 10 graphic files previously programmed in the printer's memory.

Communication • The printer can communicate with a computer via a modern USB port or traditional RS232 using the most popular communication protocol 
in Poland. After installing an optional Bluetooth module, you can use the printer in a portable way by communicating with a computer, laptop or palmtop 
without additional cables. The new printer motherboard features a new processor, new operating system and new communication interfaces, bringing new 
possibilities. The printer can be equipped with optional BT or WiFi wireless communication links.

Thanks to a special template, any non-fiscal printout can be printed from its program, including a non-fiscal invoice. On such printouts, you can place 
barcodes with adjustable height, QR codes and any of the 256 graphic files previously programmed in the printer's memory. The printer has the option of 
printing the buyer's tax number on the receipt (as well as the ID number or other details).

Fiscal printer DEON LAN E

Data parameters
Number of products  1 000 000
Number of PTU rates  7 
Number of cashiers  without limitation
Product name  40 characters + 3 description lines
Euro currency support  yes (multi-currency)

Printing Mechanism
Type   thermical, „drop in and work” mode
Paper width, roller lenght 57 mm, 30 m

Keyboard
Type   switch, protected from flooding
Number of buttons  23

Displays
Client   graphic LCD, black-white, 192x48 pixels
Cashier   graphic LCD, black-white, 192x48 pixels

Interfaces
Communication connection 1x LAN, 1x USB Host (A), 1x USB device (B), 1xRS232 optional: BT, WLAN
Cooperation with devices computer, palmtop, laptop
Cash drawer control  yes (active)

Power supply
External   External power supply 230 V / 12 V; 2 A
Interial   Built-in gel battery 7,4V; 2Ah

Dimensions
Width/height/depth   94 x 58 x 229 mm
Weight    0,65 kg
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Novitus – Retail Technology Center

Novitus is a brand of professional solutions for trade, services and logistics. We support your business by providing 
the best fiscal devices on the market as well as advanced sales systems and software. Novitus brand belongs to 
Comp SA, the leader of secure IT solutions.
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